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Echoes of Home
 

I recently went back to Madrid, my home of two years, after not having set foot there in almost that

same amount of time. That much time away is a reminder of how alive a city is, how it breathes and

thrives and changes. Walking those streets and spending time with friends there was like walking a

dream, moving through an echo, a shadow of what was. Every sight, every smell a trigger for the

memories that were, the moments that made the city come to life. And while yes, the city lives and

breathes, it gets that life from the people within it: the friendships, and relationships, and loves we

form there. As those change so does the city; it is simply not the same without those friendships, and

relationships, and loves. Without them, the city is simply a city --buildings, and streets, and people; it

is still alive, but without those connections, it is a shell of its former self. Those two weeks breathed

new life into Madrid for me, new memories of old friendships. But now filled with a sense of the

bittersweet: because though the friendships are alive and true, my life in that city is a memory; we

have to move on and change. But that's life --constant flux and flow; it should never remain static. You

should always find something new and exciting, something that makes you thrilled to wake up in the

morning, and go explore. And so that city now lies, a shell again, waiting for someone new to walk

those streets and awaken her from her slumber and discover all she has to offer.

 

In Madrid, Spain
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Why is the website called bytestories.com?

 

This is a place for "byte-sized" stories and there is a 1500 character (about 250 words) limit for two

main reasons. Firstly, we want you to know that "War and Peace" isn't required to leave your mark.

Secondly, it takes about 2 minutes to read each story meaning you can head here whenever you want

a quick (and entertaining) read.  

 

If you would like to share a story or create your own eBook, simply head to bytestories.com, Register

an account and click on the "Share a Story" button.
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